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Civic Center
construction at
halfway mark
Michael Runyon
NEWS EDITOR

<PM UQTTQWVXZWRMK\\W
M`XIVLLW_V\W_V¼[KQ^QKKMV\MZ_QTT
JMZMIKPQVOQ\[ÅVIT[\IOM[TI\M\PQ[
year.
<PMXZWRMK\N]VLMLJa\PMNWWL
IVLJM^MZIOM\I`QV;\+TW]L_QTT
MNNMK\Q^MTaLW]JTM\PM+Q^QK+MV\MZ¼[
ÆWWZZWWU[XIKM
¹?M¼ZMUWZM\PIVPITN LWVM
J]QTLQVOQ\º[IQL4aTM5I\PQI[MV
KWUU]VQ\a[MZ^QKM[IVLNIKQTQ\QM[
LQZMK\WZ¹?MJMTQM^MQ\_QTTJMZMILa
ZW]OPTaIZW]VL\PMÅZ[\XIZ\WN ,MKMUJMZ?M¼ZMPWTLQVOWNN JWWSQVO
[WTQLM^MV\[]V\QT2IV]IZaJ]\_M¼ZM
QVXZM\\aOWWL[PIXMVW_?M¼^M
JMMVI\Q\NWZY]Q\MI_PQTMVW_º
<PMKQ^QKKMV\MZ¼[UW[\XZWUQVMV\VM_NMI\]ZMQ[Q\[KIXIKQ\a\W
PWTLTIZOMOI\PMZQVO[NMI\]ZQVO
PMI^aMY]QXUMV\WZTIZOMIUW]V\[
WN XMWXTM1\[][MLNWZM^MV\[[]KPI[
\PMJWI\[PW_TIZOM\ZILMUMM\QVO[IVLPQOP[KPWWTOZIL]I\QWV
ceremonies.
¹*MNWZM\PM[XIKM_W]TLJM
KWVL]KQ^MNWZWVMTIZOMM^MV\_PQTM
VW_\PMKMV\MZ_QTTJMKWVL]KQ^M
\W_IZL[\_WTIZOMM^MV\[º[IQL2]TQM
4]VVQVO\PMM`MK]\Q^MLQZMK\WZWN 
\PMKPIUJMZWN KWUUMZKM¹<PM
LMUIVLQ[M[XMKQITTaL]ZQVO\PM
[XZQVOXWZ\QWVWN \PMaMIZIVL\PM
NITT?M¼^MPILIXZWJTMUSMMXQVO
]X_Q\P\PMLMUIVLNWZ\PMTIZOM
shows.”
<PMKQ\aWN ;\+TW]LPI[JMMV
_WZSQVOWV\PMXZWRMK\NWZUIVa
aMIZ[<PMKQ\aPI[JMMVXM\Q\QWVQVO\PM;\I\MNWZJWVLQVOUWVMaQV
WZLMZ\WR]UX[\IZ\\PMXZWRMK\
4]VVQVO[IQL¹5IaWZ3TMQ[LMKQLML\PI\_Q\P\PMM`Q[\QVONWWLIVL
JM^MZIOM\I`\PMZM_QTTJMUWVMa
MVW]OP\WPIVLTM\PMXZWRMK\<PMZM

Q[K]ZZMV\TaIJWVLQVOZMY]M[\QV\PM
TMOQ[TI\]ZMNWZ\PMILLQ\QWVITQ\MU[
\PI\_MZMK]\W]\L]M\W\PMTIKSWN 
JWVLQVOOQ^MV][Ja\PM[\I\M?M¼ZM
\ZaQVO\WWJ\IQVIXIZSQVOTW\º
5IaWZ3TMQ[PI[UWZ\OIOML
IOIQV[\\PMVM`\aMIZ[WN NWWL
IVLJM^MZIOM\I`\WN]VL\PMKQ^QK
KMV\MZ<PM\I`ZIQ[MQ[WVMXMZKMV\
WN \PMK]ZZMV\NWWLIVLJM^MZIOM
\I`*MKI][MWN \PMVI\]ZMWN \PM
N]VLQVONWZ\PMKMV\MZ\PMKMV\MZ¼[
KWV[\Z]K\QWVPI[OWVM]VQV\MZZ]X\ML
Ja\PM[\I\M[P]\LW_V
“We were lucky to continue con[\Z]K\QWVº[IQL5I\PQI[MV¹<PMZM¼[
INM_[\I\MQV[XMK\WZ[WVWKKI[QWV
J]\_M_WV¼\JMVMMLQVO\PMUNWZ
Y]Q\M[WUM\QUM?MPI^MV¼\NMT\WVM
JQ\WN KPIVOMWV\PM[Q\M[WNIZº
<PMKMV\MZ¼[UIQVNWK][Q[OWQVO
\WJMWV\PMUIQVZWWUÆWWZ[<PM
center, however, also hosts events
W\PMZ\PIV\PMTIZOMÆWWZZWWU
show.
¹1VILLQ\QWV_MPW[\ITW\WN 
I[[WKQI\QWV\aXMUMM\QVO[\PI\LWV¼\
ZMY]QZM\PMÆWWZZWWU[XIKM)TW\
WN \PW[M_PM\PMZ\PMaJMIOZQK]T\]ZMZMTI\MLWZIVa\PQVOMT[M\PMa
JZQVOITW\WN TIZOMMY]QXUMV\IVL
VMML\PI\[XIKM?M¼TTPI^MIUXTM
[XIKMNWZJIVY]M\[\WZ]VKWV^MVtions.”
<PMKMV\MZ¼[UIQVÆWWZ[XIKM
_I[ZW]OPTaNMM\QVWVM
room. The plan will add one more
[PW_ZWWU_Q\PNMM\WN 
space.
¹5IVaWN W]ZM`Q[\QVOM^MV\[
PI^MW]\OZW_V][[W_MKIV\ISM
UIVaWN \PMM^MV\[_MITZMILaPW[\
IVLILL\W\PMQZ[QbMº4]VVQVO[IQL
5I\PQI[MV[IQL¹?M¼ZM][QVOI
KWV[\Z]K\QWVUIVIOMUMV\ÅZUIVL
\PMZM¼[VWOMVMZIT

2=63)1<-70-,1<7:16+01-.

Brandon Janssen, organizer for Volcom’s Wild in the Parks events, briefs participants on the
basic rules for the competition.

6NDWH3DUNKROGVßUVWFRPSHWLWLRQ
Zak Killermann
ONLINE EDITOR

The Volcom Stone: Wild in the Parks skate competition held at the St. Cloud Skate Plaza this past
;I\]ZLIa_I[W^MZÆW_QVO_Q\PKWUXM\Q\WZ[
0I^QVO\PM[SI\MXIZS\PI\J][aQ[M`IK\Ta_PI\)][\QV4MMPWXMLM^MZaLIa_W]TLJMTQSM_PMVPM
JMOIV_WZSQVOQV\WOM\\PM[SI\MXIZSN]VLMLIVLJ]QT\
4MM¼[KIUXIQOV\WJZQVO\PM[SI\MXIZS\WZMITQ\a_I[VW\\PMÅZ[\I\\MUX\QV;\+TW]L
¹1V\PMXI[\;\+TW]LPI[\ZQML\WUISM[SI\MXIZS[J]\\PMaLQLV¼\ZMITTa_WZS_Q\P[SI\MJWIZLMZ[
WVQ\º4MMKTIQU[¹<PMaJ]QT\WVMXIZS][QVO[WUMZIUX[NZWUITWKITA5+)_PQKPJZWSMLW_VIN\MZ
IJW]\IaMIZ[_WZ\PWN ][M<PMaR][\_MZMV¼\\PI\OWWLº
<PM>WTKWU[XWV[WZMLKWUXM\Q\QWV_I[\PMÅZ[\WNÅKQITKWUXM\Q\QWV\WJMPMTLI\\PQ[[SI\MXIZS[QVKM
Q\[WXMVQVO
¹?M¼^MPILINM_[SI\MUI\KPM[_PQKPQ[SQVLWN TQSMPWZ[MQVJI[SM\JITTJ]\VW\PQVOWNÅKQIT]V\QT
VW_º4MM[IQL
;I\]ZLIa[KWUXM\Q\QWV_I[XIZ\WN >WTKWU¼[?QTLQV\PM8IZS[?1<8\W]Z_PQKPJMOIVQV=\IPIVL
MVL[QV+ITQNWZVQI1\Q[I[MZQM[WN NZMMKWUXM\Q\QWV[KZMI\ML\WOQ^MIUI\M]Z[SI\MZ[IKPIVKM\WKWUXM\M

6HHSkate Park/Page

Outdoor Endeavors brings
business throughout the summer

6HHCivic Center/Page

Hannah Swift
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

51+0)-4:=6A766-?;-,1<7:

+Q^QK+MV\MZZMVW^I\QWV[IZM[M\\WÅVQ[PQV,MKMUJMZ

4QNMWVKIUX][L]ZQVO\PM[]UUMZUWV\P[][]ITTaUMIV[IJZMISNWZUW[\LMXIZ\UMV\[;WUM\QUM[
;+;=KIVM^MVNMMTTQSMIOPW[\\W_VKWUXIZML\W
PW_J][aQ\Q[L]ZQVO\PMIKILMUQKaMIZ
0W_M^MZNWZWVMLMXIZ\UMV\WVKIUX][[]UUMZQ[\PMQZJ][QM[\\QUMWN \PMaMIZ
Ivan Bartha heads up Outdoor Endeavors as the
KWWZLQVI\WZNWZM`XMZQMV\QITXZWOZIU[-^MZa[]UUMZQ[\PM[IUMIKKWZLQVO\W*IZ\PIXMWXTMNZWU
ITTW^MZKMV\ZIT5QVVM[W\IOW\W7]\LWWZ-VLMI^WZ[
\WPMTXXTIV\ZQX[M^MV\[_WZS[PWX[\ZIQVQVO[IVL
more.
¹;]UUMZ\QUMQ[]V][]ITJMKI][M_MIK\]ITTaOM\
J][QMZL]ZQVO\PM[]UUMZKWUXIZML\W[WUMXTIKM[
WVKIUX][º*IZ\PI[IQL¹.ZQLIaI\\PZMMW¼KTWKS
W]ZXPWVM[\IZ\[ZQVOQVOIVLQ\LWM[V¼\[\WXZQVOQVO
all weekend.”

7]\LWWZ-VLMI^WZ[IXIZ\WN \PM,MXIZ\UMV\WN 
Sports Facilities and Campus Recreation, helps stuLMV\[IVL\PMKWUU]VQ\aOM\\PMUW[\W]\WN \PMQZ
[]UUMZ_PQTMIT[WMUJZIKQVO\PMW]\LWWZK]T\]ZMWN 
5QVVM[W\I
¹?MIZMIZMOQWVITKWUU]VQ\aZM[W]ZKMVW\R][\
IV;+;=ZM[W]ZKMº*IZ\PI[IQL5]KPWN \PMQZJ][QVM[[KWUM[NZWU\PM;\+TW]LKWUU]VQ\a
<PMUIQVIZMI[WN WXMZI\QWVNWZ7]\LWWZ-VLMI^WZ[IZM\PMZMV\ITKMV\MZTWKI\MLQV0ITMVJMKS
0ITTIVL\PMJWI\PW][MWV4ISM/MWZOM
¹<PMZMV\ITKMV\MZQ[IJ][a[XW\VW\WVTaNWZ
JQSMZMXIQZ[J]\_MIT[WZMV\W]\ITW\WN KIVWM[IVL
kayaks,” Bartha said.
Evan Parkhouse is the rental center student manIOMZ_PWPI[JMMV_WZSQVO_Q\P7]\LWWZ-VLMI^WZ[
NWZ\PMXI[\\PZMMaMIZ[
¹1N XMWXTMIZMR][\TWWSQVONWZILIQTaZMV\ITNWZI
KIVWMR][\[\WXQV1\¼[XZM\\aMI[aIVL_MPI^M\WV[

6HHOutdoor Endeavors/Page

DNR provides critical services during state shutdown
in use.
<PM,6:PI[XZW^QLML\PM
[\I\M_Q\PIVWVTQVMTQ[\WN
_PI\
NEWS EDITOR
[MZ^QKM[_QTT[\QTTJMQVXZWOZM[[
)[\PM[\I\M[P]\LW_VQ[QVN]TT IVL_PI\_QTTVW\JML]ZQVO\PM
[_QVO\PM,6:_QTT[\QTTXZW^QLMI shutdown.
)KKWZLQVO\W\PMQZ_MJ[Q\M\PM
NM_KZQ\QKIT[MZ^QKM[
critical services that will stay intact
<WUW[\5QVVM[W\IV[\PM
,MXIZ\UMV\WN 6I\]ZIT:M[W]ZKM[ QVKT]LM"KWV[MZ^I\QWVTI_MVNWZKMment, water treatment, Bison herd
XZW^QLM[UWZM\PIVR][\VMKM[[IZa
care, hatchery maintenance and
NMI\]ZM[)UMVQ\QM[[]KPI[[\I\M
XIZS[XMZUQ\[NWZKMZ\IQVNMI\]ZM[ tree nursery care, Soudan mine
and licenses are used and provided UIQV\MVIVKMXI\PWTWOaTIJ\M[\QVOLIU[INM\aIVLWXMZI\QWV[
Ja\PM,6:AM\_Q\P\PM[\I\M
[P]\LW_VITW\WN \PM[M_QTTVW\JM dike-water control structure manSamantha South
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IOMUMV\IVLQVKQLMV\KWUUIVL
\MIUQVKT]LQVOLQ[I[\MZZM[XWV[M
KWWZLQVI\QWVIVL[]XXWZ\NWZKZQ\Qcal services.
.WZ\PM[MN]VK\QWV[\WKWV\QV]M
L]ZQVO\PM[P]\LW_V[WUM[\INN 
_QTTJMZMY]QZML\W_WZSNWZ\PM
,6:;\INÅVO_QTTQVKT]LM\W
_PQKP_QTTTIaWNN XMWXTM
L]ZQVO\PM[P]\LW_V+WV[MZ^I\QWVWNÅKMZ[_QTTUISM]X WN 
\PM[\INN _WZSQVOIVL_QTT¹MV[]ZM
\PM[INM\aIVL_MTNIZMWN 5QVVM[W\IKQ\QbMV[IVL,6:[\INN IVL
\PM[MK]ZQ\aWN ,6:XZWXMZ\aIVL

»:MMNMZ5ILVM[["<PM5][QKIT¼

NIKQTQ\QM[QVILLQ\QWV\W[MZ^QVOQV
their natural-resource protection
role.”
)TTW\PMZ,6:[MZ^QKM[_QTTVW\
JMI^IQTIJTML]ZQVO\PM[P]\LW_V
<PM[MQVKT]LMÅ[PQVOTQKMV[M[
state park reservations and state
KIUXOZW]VL[WXMVJ]ZVQVO
KWUU]VQKI\QWV_Q\P,6:[\INN
XMZUQ\[,6:^WT]V\MMZ_WZSIVL
restrictions on other uses.
<PM[ITMWN Å[PQVOP]V\QVO
\ZIXXQVOJWI\QVO)<>IVLW\PMZ
TQKMV[M[_QTTJM[][XMVLMLL]ZQVO\PM[P]\LW_VIVLKIVVW\JM

/ZIVQ\MUIV<ZQI\PTWV
8IOM
Curtain Call ComU]VQ\a<PMI\ZM¼[
annual production at
Pioneer Place pushes
\PMTQUQ\[IOIQV

JW]OP\WVTQVMWZ\PZW]OPXPWVM
[MZ^QKM[.WZTQKMV[MLIVOTMZ[\PM
KWV\QV]IVKMWN Å[PQVOQ[IKKMX\ML
_Q\PM`Q[\QVOZ]TM[IVLZMO]TI\QWV[
QVNWZKM
<PMOZW]VL[NWZITT[\I\MXIZS[
ZM[MZ^I\QWV[IVLKIUXOZW]VL[IZM
KTW[ML<PMJ]QTLQVO[ZM[\ZWWU[
IVLW\PMZNIKQTQ\QM[WV\PM[MXZMUQ[M[¼IZMTWKSMLIVL[PW]TLVW\JM
][ML:WIL[IVLKIUXOZW]VL[IZM
KTW[MLIVLOI\ML_PMZMXW[[QJTM
<PM,6:IL^Q[M[\PMX]JTQKVW\

6HHDNR Services/Page

8IOM
;I\]ZLIa¼[/ZIViteman Triathlon
JZW]OP\I\PTM\M[
and spectators
\WOM\PMZ
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DNR services
Continued from Page 1
to enter any of these grounds for concerns of safety and
security, since there will be no staff on duty. Not even day
use is accepted.
State trails and forest roads and trails will remain available and open unless they are gated or posted closed. These
areas will not be maintained during the shutdown, though.
Licensed hunters can still hunt with all rules and regulations in tact. Special hunts, applications, and hunting information will not be available until the shut down is over.
Mining permits, all groundwater and surface water use
permits for water supply and power production will continue. Surface water use permits for domestic water supply
and power production will continue, but other surface water
use permits are suspended.
Exceptions to some suspensions include water quality
services, pathology lab services, response to a hazardous

[]J[\IVKM[XQTTWZIÅ[PIVL_QTLTQNMSQTTIVLZM[XWV[M\WI
dam safety issue.
All communication with DNR will not be available
either. Their information center and website will be closed
to all.
Until the shutdown ends, all of these suspensions and
unavailable services will remain the same.
For those who still want to camp during the shutdown,
family owned and other campsites are still available around
the area.
Some of these include Two Rivers Campground, St.
Cloud Campground and RV Park, El Rancho Manana in
Richmond, AJ Acres Campground and other non-state
owned campgrounds.

Outdoor Endavours
Continued from Page 1
of canoes here,” Parkhouse said.
From the expert paddler to the people who don’t
know the difference between
a canoe and a kayak, Parkhouse has worked with them
all. Part of the experience of
getting a rental from Outdoor Endeavors is they are
there to teach and inform
when people need help getting started.
Parkhouse said one of
the best things about having
the Lake George boathouse
is that people are able to
have an easier experience
if they’ve never canoed or
kayaked before.
“We sometimes suggest
4ISM/MWZOMNWZÅZ[\\QUers,” Parkhouse said, “It’s a
very controlled environment
where they can get their
bearings.”
For both the Lake
George and the rental center
equipment rentals, the process is simple.
“There’s a rental form
and a liability waiver people
PI^M\WÅTTW]\\PMV\PMaXIa

for it, and load it up on their
car or hike it down to the
river,” Parkhouse said. “They
can do what they want with
the canoe from there.”
Canoe day rentals are
$25 from the rental center;
Lake George boathouse rentals are $6 for a half an hour
and $8 for an hour.
Outdoor Endeavors
includes everything from
lifejackets to equipment to
load it onto your car in the
rental charge.
For more information
about summer hours of operation and other programs
call 320-308-3772.
Bartha said he enjoys
summer groups the most
because of the diversity of
people he gets to work.
“The thing I like in the
summer is that we have new
groups come on campus and
reach out to us,” Bartha said.
“There are so many groups
on campus during the summer time, and we give them
more chances to explore and
try out new opportunities.”

MICHAEL RUNYON / NEWS EDITOR

+Q^QK+MV\MZZMVW^I\QWV[IZMXTIVVQVO\WÅVQ[PQV
December.

Civic Center
Continued from Page 1
contractor. We issue bid packages for anywhere from
dirt digging to ceramics to painting. They aren't working
for a contractor, they're working for us. There are around
26 subcontractors working for us.”
The project is currently under budget by one million
dollars and on time.
“It seems like we've been working on the expansion in
MICHAEL RUNYON / NEWS EDITOR
my 14 years with the chamber,” said Lunning. “Unfortu<PMZMV\ITKMV\MZQV0ITMVJMKS0ITTQ[WXMVITT nately, it happened later rather than sooner but I'm glad it
summer for various types of outdoor adventures. happened."

Volcom competition:
a photographic tour
TARA GORMAN / VISUALS EDITOR

Austin Lee was given a
K][\WULMKSUILMJaPQ[
NZQMVL[NWZPQ[KWV\ZQJ]\QWV\W\PM;\+TW]L;SI\M
Plaza.

JUN-KAI TEOH / EDITOR-INCHIEF

)LLQ[WV0I\\MVIVL
?aI\\?MV\TIVLJW\P
7-years-old, competed
QV\PM]VLMZKI\egory.

TARA GORMAN / VISUALS
EDITOR

TARA GORMAN / VISUALS EDITOR

2WMa+]MTTIZ\ISM[IR]UX
W^MZ[\IQZ[JMNWZM\PM[\IZ\
WN \PMKWUXM\Q\QWV

TARA GORMAN /VISUALS EDITOR

;SI\MJWIZLMZ[KW^MZML\PM;SI\M8TIbIXZIK\QKQVOJMNWZM\PMKWUXM\Q\QWVWV;I\]ZLIa

Skate Park
Continued from Page 1
at their local parks.
According to Lee, the event was, “way more successful [than
Lee thought], it was a crazy event, so much energy put into it. We
had people coming from all over."
The event was free to enter and offered a cash prize, as well
as a chance for winners to advance to the WITP Championships
which will be held in October.
“There’s a lot of really good kids here so I’m not sure really,”
Connor Zack said when asked how he believed he would place.

“There’s a lot of kids younger than me that are probably a lot
better than me,” Zack said.
Zack is 13 and lives in Little Falls, Minnesota, and comes to
the St. Cloud Skate Plaza about three or four times a month.
Many of the local and not so local skaters believe that it is
one of the best skate parks in the area.
“It is probably the best skate park in the Midwest,” Lee said.
Alex Tivis, a competitor at WITP is even considering moving
to St. Cloud to be closer to the park.
“I’m actually thinking about coming to SCSU for school.
Ever since the plaza got built, the skate scene is coming up pretty
big here and I think it’s something I want to be apart of," Tivis
said. He is at the park at least every other weekend, even though

;SI\MJWIZLMZ[PIL\W
XMZNWZU\ZQKS[I\\PZMM
KPMKSXWQV\[\PZW]OPW]\
\PM[SI\MXIZS

he lives in Coon Rapids.
Given that the St Cloud Skate Plaza was only established November of 2010, it has seen outstanding attendance and popularity since then.
Many skaters are there daily and every day seems to have 50
plus riders at a minimum.
“I’m out there like every day, we’re always out there.” Lee
said, referring to his friends and skaters in general. Lee also
remarked on the fact that he has met countless great people
through the skate park and made many good friends due to the
community of skaters that the Plaza boasts.
Whether you are a skater or not, many can learn from Lee’s
[MTÆM[[IUJQ\QWV\WJZQVO\PM[SI\MXTIbI\WTQNM
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Last space
shuttle a
loss for U.S.

Michael Runyon
NEWS EDITOR

Carl Sagan said it best,
“We have also arranged
things so that almost no
one understands science
and technology. This is a
prescription for disaster. We
might get away with it for
a while, but sooner or later
this combustible mixture of
ignorance and power is going to blow up in our faces.”
We have lost our dream
and fell from the stars last
week when the last space
shuttle was sent into orbit.
We have lost something that
was innately human and
pure in our quest for space.
The saddest chapter on
this story is that we could
have funded our journey
into space. We have the
money to continue shuttle
ÆQOP\[PW_M^MZ_M[XMVLQ\
foolishly.
Humans, however
civilized we like to call
ourselves, are still a very
tribal, immature and violent
race. Take, for example, the
budget of the United States.
The US spent $691 billion
in military funding last
year. Nasa’s budget was $18
billion. We spend nearly 40
times more money on killing ourselves than we do on
M`XTWZQVO\PMÅVITNZWV\QMZ
The space program
isn’t going to end, which
is a glimmer of hope in
the darkness, but manned
ÆQOP\[][QVO\PM[P]\\TMIZM
over. Americans will now
have to hitch rides on Rus[QIVIVL+PQVM[MÆQOP\[\W
go to the ISS. The shuttle
program may have a future
as well. The current shuttles
may be grounded, but there
are designs for newer, more
MNÅKQMV\KZIN\5IaJMWVM
day we’ll look to the stars as
a nation once more.
The shuttle grounding

has larger implications than
the loss of a dream.
The ISS counts on the
shuttle’s robotic arm to
perform necessary repairs
and emergency services.
Without the shuttles, the
ISS could suffer a catastrophic failure and not
have a means to save itself.
When astronauts go into
orbit, they’re not doing it
NWZ\PMN]VWN ÆWI\QVOQV
[XIKM<PM\MÆWV\PI\SMX\
your eggs from sticking to
the bottom of the pan came
from anti-corrosion coating designed to keep the
launch gantries protected
from seawater. If you have
scratch-resistant eyeglasses,
you have NASA to thank
for that.
The shuttles we were
using were from the 1970s
and took too much time
and money to maintain,
which is another sad story
when juxtaposed with technological improvement.
The computer I’m
writing this opinion on is
light-years ahead of any
computer from the 1970s.
The cellphone I use on a
daily basis is something no
one had in the 1970s. We
spend so much money on
gadgets but cannot fund
NASA enough to design a
new space shuttle.
The private sector has
been investing a lot of
money and resources in
space travel, which upsets
me. The private sector’s
goal isn’t to expand the
collective knowledge of
humanity. Their goal is and
IT_Ia[PI[JMMVXZWÅ\<PM
government, while not altogether trustworthy, should
have their people’s interests
in mind rather than the bottom line of money.
Perhaps, however, we
IZMVW\Å\NWZ[XIKM\ZI^MT
We war with ourselves and
cannot feed and house the
needy. We harbor hatred,
avarice and vanity above
the more noble prospects of
charity, goodwill, exploration and equality. We may
be ready to explore the stars
one day but we’re going to
VMML\WOZW_]XÅZ[\

Quote of the Day

¹5uch may be done in those little shreds

and patches of time which every day produces,
and which most men throw away.”
Charles Caleb Colton

Tabloid scandal
proves harmful
The News of the World
This week, England’s
_I[ XZWÅ\IJTM JMKI][M Q\
popular tabloid newspaper
thrived on scandal and
the News of the World has
breaking news. That thirst
shut down in the midst of
for scandalous news stories is
scandal and unethical rewhat drove the publication’s
porting.
reporter’s to behave unethiThe News of the World
cally.
will print its last issue on
5]ZLWKP IT[W W_V[
Sunday.
many media outlets in the
7_VMZ:]XMZ\5]ZLWKP
United States, including Fox
decided to close the very
Kyra Loch
News. Fox News does not
XZWÅ\IJTM X]JTQKI\QWV L]M
have the same shocking reto at least three cases of unCOLUMNIST
porting tactics that the News
ethical scandals, and he did
of the World exhibited, but they do both fearightfully so.
Emerging stories of reporters from the ture the same love for scandalous stories and
News of the World hacking into voicemails interviews that erupt into arguments.
The News of the World is also similar to
and phones of their intended subjects, bribMZa WN  XWTQKM WNÅKMZ[ IVL [\MITQVO [\WZa many of our American tabloid magazines;
scoops has caused enough outrage to cause some of the same unethical behavior is exthe publication to end after it’s 168 year run. hibited in gathering information for these
While the News of the World is consid- publications as well, especially in regards to
ered a tabloid magazine, the focus was not photographs.
People of interest for our tabloid publialways entirely on England’s more famous
cations, most often celebrities, are chased
residents.
The Royal Family and famous actors, down and constantly having their daily lives
sports stars, and models were not immune interrupted with paparazzi and overly eager
to having stories written about them, but the reporters.
It is not as extreme as hacking into voiceNews of the World reporters also did not
hold back when it came to innocent victims mail accounts as the News of the World reporters did, but this sort of information gathand their families.
Reporters of the News of the World ering is also pretty unethical.
?PQTM 5]ZLWKP ZMKWOVQbML \PM LIUIOhacked into voicemails of missing people and
victims of terrorist bombing, and even went ing reputation his newspaper was receiving
as far as to delete messages to make room for due to unethical reporters, we should also
be aware of the same sort of patterns in our
new incoming ones.
This activity gave the families of the vic- own publications before it becomes too late.
Behavior like this does not only hurt
tims’ false hope about the fate of their miss5]ZLWKP\PM6M_[WN \PM?WZTLIVLW\PMZ
ing relatives.
5]ZLWKP\WWS\PMKWZZMK\[\MXQV[P]\\QVO tabloid publications, but the rest of the newsdown his tabloid newspaper due to it’s prac- paper world as well. Journalists are not out
tice of unethical reporting, but it’s only the there to hurt or harm, they are out there to
ÅZ[\ [\MX \W Å` I XZWJTMU \PI\ OWM[ N]Z\PMZ try and tell a story.
then the News of the World.

Have an opinion? Send a letter to the editor.
Web - www.universitychronicle.net
Email - opinions@universitychronicle.net
5IQT;\M_IZ\0ITT;+;=;\+TW]L56

$WODQWDFKHDWLQJVXUYLYDORIWKHßWWHVW"
In recent news, Atlanta public schools scored suspiciousthe test. This isn’t teaching students the important educaly high test scores, leading to a cheating scandal that could
tion they should be learning.
result in criminal charges against some of the principals and
Once these tests have been prepared for, taken and the
teachers.
results have come in, more problems ensue. Schools are
According to CNN, 178 teachers and 38 principals workthen held accountable when test scores do not improve,
ing at 44 schools in Atlanta were involved in the cheating
affecting funding, salary increases and other administrascandal. The educators knew about the cheating, whether
tive aspects. In the end, the students and faculty are pretty
they were directly erasing wrong answers on a key standardmuch punished for bad test scores.
ized test or they at least knew what was going on.
So what does this lead to? Academic dishonesty. Of
What if this is the result of schools just trying to survive?
course schools with not as much funding and support for
Standardized tests throughout school districts, counties,
their education are going to be dishonest in test scores.
Samantha South
and states are a key factor when considering the education
Schools with more money and funding are obviously
provided to students. They can tell what students are missgoing to provide a better variety of education to their stuNEWS EDITOR
ing, receiving, and understanding. Standardized tests are
dents. The others, well, it’s all about surviving amongst the
also a way of instigating change. The tests tell what type of problems are rest of them.
happening in the classroom and how to solve it.
If they don’t put out good test scores then their funding will go down
By giving the same test to all students it also is a way of treating all stu- even more and then a wide range of consequences happen. Teachers get
dents as equals in the education setting.
ÅZMLWZTIQLWNNIVL[\]LMV\[LWV¼\ZMKMQ^MIOWWLML]KI\QWVJMKI][MNM_MZ
Yet, standardized tests make decisions regarding graduation and grade teachers will be available.
promotion, funding, and ability tracking. High standards for these tests end
In general, it’s not the student’s fault for getting bad test scores or for
up making larger problems.
their educators cheating on their tests. Yes, it’s not the best solution to this
Standardized tests don’t always show what students are learning either. XZWJTMUJ]\Q\¼[[]Z^Q^ITWN \PMÅ\\M[\NWZML]KI\WZ[1N aW]LWV¼\XZW^QLM\PM
5W[\WN \PM\QUM\PM[\]NN \PI\[\]LMV\[TMIZV_Q\PQV\PMKTI[[ZWWUQ[LQN- best, you receive the worst.
ferent from what questions are on the tests, unless the teachers know about
In the end, we should be looking into the reason why these teachers
what is on the tests before hand.
are cheating for the students and not just about the fact that they cheated.
This is the case a lot the time. Teachers and educators know what is on 5IaJM_M¼TT\ISMIJM\\MZOTIVKMQV\W\PM_WZTLWN ML]KI\QWVIVL_PI\_M¼ZM
the test ahead of time and will teach students what they need to know for providing instead of teaching students how to compete for the best.

Weddings:
the good,
the bad,
the ugly
Salem Mahmoud
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

We’ve all been to the
standard wedding in a stuffy
church.
The priest walks down the
aisle and proceeds to drone,
while the couple stands there
with him in their uncomfortable clothes with a million
thoughts running through their
heads.
An hour and a half later,
the couple is presented for the
ÅZ[\\QUMI[JZQLMIVLOZWWU
<PMVaW][P]NÆM\W\PM
tightly-packed reception room
where you wait at a table,
inevitably the last table to get
the buffet-style, mediocre-atbest food.
The entire time you are
enjoying your dry roast you
have to listen to the incessant clinking of forks against
KPIUXIOVMÆ]\M[\PI\IT_Ia[
happens just as the groom
takes a bite.
Then the music starts.
It never seems to be music
you love. If you hate country
it’s always country; if you love
country, most of the songs will
be hip hop.
You sip your drink quietly
in the corner while the wedding party has their fun on the
LIVKMÆWWZ
Finally you sneak out and
make it home just in time for
SNL, the highlight of your
night.
Every once in a while,
however, you come across a
gem of a wedding.
This weekend I had the
pleasure of attending the
wedding of a friend whom I’ve
known since kindergarten.
The bride’s mother ofÅKQI\ML\PMW]\LWWZ_MLLQVO
ceremony, which was focused
entirely on the couple.
They told childhood
stories, the couple wrote their
own vows and friends performed their song.
Little scripture was read,
but what was read was read by
a family member who made
me want to listen.
And all of that was still
done in under 40 minutes.
Then there was the reception. Open bar baby!
After guzzling a few drinks,
_MITT[P]NÆMLQV\W\PMZMKMXtion hall to take our seats for
dinner.
5a\IJTM_I[[\QTT\PMTI[\
table to the buffet. But when
_MÅVITTaOW\W]ZNWWLQ\_I[
well worth the wait.
There was still the incessant glass clinking, a wedding
tradition I will always hate.
The DJ played Blink 182
to end the night, securing this
wedding tens across the board.
In my expert opinion, the
following are the components
that make up the ideal wedding.
The ceremony is about
the couple, no one else, this is
their day.
Keep it short. For god’s
sake, keep it short.
Open bar, open bar, open
bar. Or at least pony up for a
few kegs.
There’s nothing you can
do about tables getting up last,
but make the food worth the
wait.
When planning your wedding you have the opportunity
to avert a disaster.
You can have a stuffy, uptight wedding, which is no fun
at all.
Or you can make the best
day of your life the best day of
your life.

The opinions expressed on the Opinions page are not necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.
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‘Reefer Madness’ to infect St. Cloud
Molly Willms
MANAGING EDITOR

Sex, violence, hallucinations, coarse language and much
more can be seen in Curtain Call’s 2011 production about “the
true public enemy number one”: “Reefer Madness: The Musical.”
Based upon the 2005 Showtime movie “Reefer Madness:
The Movie Musical,” the story actually gets its start from a real
!XZWXIOIVLIÅTUZMTMI[ML\WXIZMV\[\W_IZV\PMUIJW]\
the dangers of this “new drug menace,” this “violent narcotic,”
this “unspeakable scourge.”
“It’s just a really hilarious view, overdone, overacting, everything is done really cheesy,” said Erika Borden, director of the
production.
Curtain Call Community Theater got its start in Annandale,
51VV[M^MVaMIZ[IOW<PMaUW^ML\W;\+TW]LÅ^MaMIZ[IOW
and have done a yearly show at Pioneer Place ever since.
Curtain Call tries each year to do a production that somehow pushes the limits of controversy.
“We’ve been trying to make it into more of a young adult
to adult theater, since there’s already a really good children’s
theater in town,” Borden said. “So we do things that are a little
more controversial.”
<PMWZQOQVITÅTUÅZ[\\Q\TML¹<MTTAW]Z+PQTLZMVºLMXQK\[
the various alleged effects of marijuana: it begins with uncontrollable laughter, and ends with a young woman being shot
and another jumping out a window to her death, all thanks to
“demon marihuana.”
“Obviously it’s a remake of the 30s movie,” said Josh Smith,
who plays Jimmy in this production, “but the 30s movie was
meant to be taken seriously, where the musical is just all in fun
and totally having a good time and poking fun at how overdramatic people were in the 30s about marijuana.”
The 2005 story follows young couple Mary Lane and Jimmy
Harper as they are each snared into the world of weed, meeting
new people, hanging out at drug houses, hallucinating, experimenting with sex and sadomasochism and becoming violent.
“This show has some really sexy elements to it,” Smith said.

“It’s kind of dirty in a way, but it’s not grotesque or anything.”
Borden said the idea to do this show came from a former
cast member.
“Every year, during the shows, I sit down with our current
cast and ask them what they’re interested in doing, what they
really want to do next time,” Borden said. “It was something
that a big group of people that I know used to watch, it’s been
one of our favorite movies.”
<PM[PW_Å\[QV\W+]Z\IQV+ITT¼[UQ[[QWV_PQKPQ[\W
generally appeal to a younger audience and push the limits of
acceptability.
“When the paper has done an article on us there’s been
positive and negative reactions to it, and that’s exactly what
we’re looking for,” Borden said. “Something that not everybody’s gonna really understand and get into, but something
that’s not really around here.”
Borden said Curtain Call also exists to provide new acting
opportunities for young actors in the community.
“It’s just a really great experience to see this young adult
theater,” Borden said. “There’s opportunities for people that
age that’s not a children’s production.”
Though last year’s production, “Sweeney Todd,” dealt with
the subject of murder, Smith says this year’s production is even
more controversial.
“This one is a little more taboo, I think,” Smith said.
“There’s some scenes that are dramatically sexy.”
The show is, according to Borden and Smith, made for college students.
“We base it around that young adult age, that college age,”
Borden said. “Our youngest is 17, and he’s the only one under
the age of 18, and our oldest is 29.”
“When you see the play, you’re going to be able to see how
much work the actors have put into it, with the singing and the
dancing, with how good the show’s going to be,” Smith said.
This outrageous comedic musical will run ThursdaySaturday July 15-31 at 7:30 p.m. and Sundays at 2 p.m. Tickets
are $17 for adults and $14 for students and seniors and can be
purchased through the show’s venue, Pioneer Place on Fifth.

REVIEWS
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‘Reefer Madness: The Musical’ borrows lines from
\PM ! XZWXIOIVLI ÅTU WN  \PM [IUM \Q\TM NWZ IV
outrageous satire.

.movie.game.album.book.theater.

Taking a gander at new
social network Google+
Jun-Kai Teoh
TECH COLUMN

807<7+7=:<-;A7..1457.141)+75

»,IZSWN \PM5WWV¼Q[I\ZILQ\QWVIT5QKPIMT*IaIK\QWVLZQ^MVÅTU_Q\PI_MIS
plot and stunning effects.

‘Transformers’ lacks in plot,
compensates with effects
Jason Tham
MOVIE REVIEW

“Transformers 3: Dark of the Moon”
is more eye-candy for those who love to
indulge in Michael Bay and Steven Spielberg’s heavy metal visuals and sound
effects.
People say third time is the charm. This
third sequel of “Transformers” continued
the battle between Autobots and DeceptiKWV[_Q\PU]KPKWVÆQK\KZ]MTÅOP\[IVLI
sexy girlfriend.
Since the Decepticons decided to take
over planet Earth to rebuild their Cybertron (an alien planet where the transformers were once ‘gods’), the human race now
plays an important role in the middle of
\PQ[ZWJW\QKJI\\TMÅMTL
AM\\PM\_WIVLIPITNPW]ZXTW\WN 
“Transformers 3” isn’t as compelling as the
XZM^QW][ÅTU[¼
Audiences are shown that humans (in
fact, even Autobots) can betray their own
packs in the name of “freeing the race.”
The role of Fox is dropped and replaced with Sam Witwicky’s (as played by
Shia LaBeuof) new love interest, played by
English model Rosie Huntington-Whiteley.
She did try hard to appear as seductive as,
if not sexier than, Megan Fox.
It was interesting, though, that the
landing on the moon historic incident was
incorporated into the storyline, even mak-

RATING:

ing it a part of the title of the series.
Besides, sports cars lovers shall also
expect even more advanced cars in this
sequel, like the hot red Ferrari 458 Italia
and a not-so-shabby blue Mercedes-Benz
E-Class.
As Michael Bay tries to blow things up,
the scenes where the Autobots and Decepticons battled – with those sky-scrappers
collapsing left and right – were worth the
\QKSM\\W[QUXTaMVRWa\PMLMÅVMLLM\IQT[
and extraordinary audios in the theatre.
Let’s just say audience should look forward
to the Blu-ray version of “Transformers 3.”
The thin, indifferent scripts of “Transformers 3” come to a conclusion when the
)]\WJW\[ÅVITTaSQKSML\PMI[[WN ,MKMXtions, and stopped the invasion of Cybertron to planet Earth.
One good value that audience can take
away from the movie is that one should
never give up or turn their back on their
own race.
As shown by the playboy accountant Dylan Gould (as played by Patrick
Dempsey) and the ancient Autobot Sentinel
Prime, betrayers never ended up staying
alive. Hence, teaching us to stay loyal and
faithful to our own pack.
Overall, “Transformer 3” is a great
production to pleasure the sensory organs
but may not be as successful when it comes
to its feeble scripts and plot.

There’s MySpace, Bebo, Friendster, Hi5,
Facebook and a swarm of other social networks out there.
Even in an overcrowded Olympic-sized
pool, Google took a dive and started their own
social networking service.
Simply the fact that Google+ (read Google
Plus) is run by internet mogul Google makes it
worthy of a mention.
Now that we’ve given it a mention, however, is it worth diving in and exploring?
.QZ[\\PQVO[ÅZ[\/WWOTMQ[ZQOP\VW_QV
closed beta and is invitation only. Some individuals at the University Chronicle managed
to get our hands on a handful of invites (not as
an organization, mind you).
With that being said, Google+ is actually
rather nice to use right off the bat. It’s got a
simple and clean interface, and it has an intuitive feel.
That doesn’t make it special, but it certainly makes it a pleasure to use.
What Google+ tries to set itself apart is by
using this concept called “Circles.” Essentially a way to group and divide your friends/
acquaintances into separate “Circles,” it also
ITTW_[aW]\WMI[QTa[PIZMKWV\MV\[XMKQÅKITTa
True, those that have dug into Facebook
UQOP\ÅVL\PM[IUMN]VK\QWVI[_MTTJ]\_PI\
sets Google+ aside from Facebook is the ease
of use. With Google+, it’s simply a drag and
drop function.
The “main page”, “dashboard” or
“stream” of Google+ is divided in that manner as well. While it’s similar to Facebook with
the way it shows posts (a vertical stream), a
[UITT[QLMJIZ\W\PMTMN\TM\[aW]MI[QTaÅT\MZ
[\ZMIU[NZWU[XMKQÅK+QZKTM[
Facebook has faced a lot of criticism for
the way it shares user information, and that’s
a concern with any social network. However,
a brief glance through Google’s privacy policy
ÅVL[\PQ["
Google only shares personal information
with other companies or individuals outside of
Google in the following limited circumstances:
“We have your consent. We require
opt-in consent for the sharing of any sensitive
personal information.”
Now, there are probably exceptions and
whatnot if it’s dug into deeper, but it certainly
MVKW]ZIOM[UWZMKWVÅLMVKM\PI\.IKMJWWS¼["
“… you grant us a non-exclusive, transferable, sub-licensable, royalty-free, worldwide license to use any IP content that you
post on or in connection with Facebook (“IP
License”).”
Google+ is only in beta, there’s always
the possibility that the Terms and Conditions
might change in due time. It happened with

Facebook, it could happen with Google+.
Another thing that sets Google+ apart
from others is its potential integration into the
entire “Google Ecology.”
Already, Google+ uses Picasa as its photo
service. For those concerned about photo
ZQOP\[[XMKQÅKITTaXPW\W[JMQVO[\WTMVIVL[WTL
when it’s put online, Picasa’s known for having
rather strict and fair policies.
And the integration between Google+ and
Picasa is seamless and pleasant.
While that’s as far as integration goes right
now, there’s a lot of potential for Google to tap
into here.
Off the top, here are a few services/apps
that Google provides.
Blogger
Gmail
Google Earth/Maps
AW]\]JM
Google Reader, Shopper, Music, Books
Google Calendar and Google Docs
Those are just a few more popularly used
services (we didn’t include Google Search
because, really?)
Android phone users already have the benMÅ\WN IÆM[PMLW]\XPWVMIXX\W][MI[_MTT
While it’s still very new, it’s certainly got
potential. Whether or not it’s realized will be
a different story. After all, we all remember
Google Wave. If you don’t... well, you see my
point.
There is however a key difference, for
those of you Facebook users thinking of jumping over.
Google+ does not let you post/comment
on other people’s “walls.” Commenting on
_PI\\PMa¼^MXW[\MLQ[ÅVM\PW]OP
7V\WXWN \PI\I[UITTJ]\^MZa[QOVQÅKIV\
feature is the ability to edit “posts.” Made a
typo? Just edit it.
Also, just as Facebook released their video
chat function (yeah, just this past week) with
Skype as its partner, Google+ has something
similar as well.
Called the “Hangout,” it functions similar
to a video chatroom. It can be restricted to
circles, to having one-on-one conversations,
\WTIZOMKWVNMZMVKM[Q\¼[ZMITTaÆM`QJTM+WUM[
packed with webcam support and ,believe it or
VW\AW]\]JM
So that’s another step towards further
integration.
Google+ is not the bee’s knees yet, but it
could very well be. Especially with the whole
plethora of services Google could integrate it
with.
But it’s a rather encouraging start from
Google. And if there’s ever a company to take
Facebook on, it’s probably Google.
>Q[Q\][I\___]VQ^MZ[Q\aKPZWVQKTMVM\QN 
you’re interested in your own Google+ invite.
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Graniteman challenges participants
Christian Bursch
SPORTS & FITNESS EDITOR

Athletes swam, biked and ran in the hot and muggy
weather Saturday.
These athletes competed in the Clearwater Graniteman
<ZQI\PTWV<PM[\IZ\QVOXWQV\IVLÅVQ[PQVOTQVM_I[TWKI\ML
at Warner Lake Park.
“We had just over 400 swimmers in the water and
bikes,” said Bill Corcoran, founder of the Graniteman
Triathlon.
-QOP\aMIZ[IOWPMKWUXM\MLQV\PMÅZ[\/ZIVQ\MUIV
Triathlon. He had been competing in triathlons for six to
seven years before he founded the Graniteman Triathlon.
“I was at this dinky little triathlon,” Corcoran said
about when he thought of founding a triathlon in the St.
Cloud area.
The Graniteman Triathlon has now grown to a series
with two triathlons located in Clearwater and in Big Lake
and the half marathon in Sauk Rapids.
The night before the triathlon there is a children’s
triathlon.
“We had a 4-year-old compete in the kids’ triathlon last
night,” Corcoran said.
The age range for the Clearwater Triathlon varies.
“We have 13 or 14-year-olds and a 60 and over age
group,” Corcoran said.
<PQ[Q[\PMÅZ[\/ZIVQ\MUIV<ZQI\PTWV\PI\+WZKWZIV
hasn’t competed in. He said he decided to sit the race out
to help coordinate logistics since Graniteman has become a
series of events.
“It gets me off the couch,” Corcoran said for his reason
for competing in triathlons. “Seeing something on the
calendar gets me going.”

Corcoran explained one has to be mentally tough
to compete in triathlons. A positive attitude and mental
toughness are necessary to keep going when your mind and
body want to quit.
Ashley Poganski was a competitor in the triathlon and
said she always wanted to compete in a traithlon.”I wanted
a goal to work towards and [a triathlon] seemed like a good
reason to work out,” Poganski said.
“The hardest part was the mental game,” Poganski
said. “You need to stay focused on you and not the others
around you,” Poganksi added.
Corcoran went on to explain that the Graniteman Series are sprint triathlons. The sprint triathlons are different
than Ironman Triathlons in the fact that they have shorter
distances.
“You don’t have to be an Ironman to compete in these
triathlons,” Corcoran said. “We have people [compete who
are] in shape and people who aren’t in shape.”
There are a total of four types of triathlons. Sprint
triathlons consist of a swim of just under half a mile, about
a 12-mile bike ride and about a 3-mile run.
Intermediate/Standard or Olympic distance has a
swim just under a mile long, just over a 24-and-a-half-mile
bike ride and just over a 6-mile run.
Long Course consists of a swim just over a mile long, a
bike ride for almost 56 miles and a run at just over 13 miles
long.
Ultra Distance, also known as the Ironman triathlon,
begins with a swim at just over 2 miles long, a bike ride of
ITUW[\UQTM[IVLÅVQ[PM[_Q\PIZ]VWN R][\W^MZ
miles or a marathon run.
;I\]ZLIa¼[/ZIVQ\MUIV<ZQI\PTWV¼[ÅZ[\I\PTM\M;\M^M
;IVLMZÅVQ[PML\PMZIKMQVPW]ZIVLR][\W^MZUQV]\M[
<PMÅZ[\NMUITMI\PTM\M;IZIP5MZKMZÅVQ[PMLIJW]\MQOP\

minutes later.
Poganski described the other competitors as very helpful and supportive, even cheering the runners on after they
PILÅVQ[PML
“It was an all around good experience,” Poganski said.

CHRISTIAN BURSCH / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Four competitors ride their bikes during the Graniteman Triathlon Saturday near Warner Lake Park.

Put all of your hard work to the test
Christian Bursch
SPORTS & FITNESS EDITOR

New Year’s resolutions tend to revolve
around becoming healthier, wiser and an allaround better person.
For many their resolution is to get into
shape. For those that have been hard at
work, going to the gym regularly and eating
healthier, there are ways to put your hard
work to the test this summer.
There are many events around the country, the state and in the St. Cloud area. These
events will test one’s physical and mental
strength, endurance and stamina.
Graniteman is a three race series with
venues in Clearwater, Big Lake and Sauk
Rapids.
The Graniteman Clearwater Triathlon

took place Saturday while Big Lake will host
another triathlon on Aug. 6. The Graniteman Big Lake Triathlon starts with a onethird mile swim followed by a 15 mile bike
ZQLMWVKW]V\ZaZWIL[IVLÅVQ[PM[_Q\PI3
run.
The Sauk Rapids event will take place
Sept. 9 and 10. The event includes the
/ZIVQ\M3QL[:]VSIVLSKW]Z[M[IVL
\PM=;)<.KMZ\QÅML/ZIVQ\MUIV0ITN 
5IZI\PWV,]ZQVO\PMIL]T\Z]V[6WZ\P
+ZM[\3QL[)K\Q^Q\a+MV\MZ_QTTJMWVPIVL\W
entertain and supervise children. The cost is
$3 per child or $10 per family.
2]TaQV?IQ\M8IZS\PMZM_QTTJMI3
JMVMÅ\QVO*QO*ZW\PMZ[IVL*QO;Q[\MZ[WN 
+MV\ZIT5QVVM[W\I<PM3Q[IZ]V_ITS
IVL_QTTQVKT]LMI33QLLQM:]V<PQ[
event will start and end in the Scheels park-

ing lot at Crossroads Center.
In St. Joseph on July 17 there will be a
Tour of Saints. The Tour of Saints is a 35
mile or 50 mile bike ride starting and ending
at the College of St. Benedicts. Riders are
able to enjoy food and beverages provided at
the rest stops according to the Tour of Saints
website at points along the route.
2]Ta\W2]Ta!Q[\PM*QSM5;"<:)5
*QSM5;ZIQ[M[UWVMaNWZU]T\QXTM
sclerosis.
Donations raised through the event
directly help people affected by multiple sclerosis through support programs and cuttingMLOMZM[MIZKP<PM5QVVM[W\I+PIX\MZ
serves more than 10,000 people living with
5;QV5QVVM[W\IIVL_M[\MZV?Q[KWV[QV
IVL*QSM5;UISM[ILQNNMZMVKM\WMIKPWVM
IKKWZLQVO\W\PMVI\QWVIT5;_MJ[Q\M

<PMZW]\MKW^MZ[IJW]\UQTM[WN 5QVnesota with overnights spent in Rochester,
Owatonna, Austin, Lanesboro and Winona.
Cold Spring will be hosting a Red River
Run on July 30 . People of all ages are enKW]ZIOML\WRWQVMQ\PMZ\PM33WZ3
;VIKS[IVLLZQVS[IZMXZW^QLMLI\\PMÅVQ[P
line for all runners.
<PMZM_QTTJMI5]L:]VQV,ZM[[MZ?Q[
in September, which will also raise money
NWZ5;<PQ[Z]VPI[UIVaKPITTMVOM[WZ
obstacles that are surrounded or entirely
covered in mud. The mud ranges from one
\WNW]ZNMM\LMMXIKKWZLQVO\W\PM5]L:]V
5;_MJ[Q\M
These are just a few of the events around
St. Cloud, the state and Wisconsin that one
has the ability to join and put all their hard
work to the test.
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Huskies’ Hansen lives life one day at a time
Christian Bursch
SPORTS & FITNESS EDITOR
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The 6 foot 3 inch, 190 pound
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the Cleveland Indians.
“I didn’t think I was going to
get drafted,” Hansen said of being drafted in the 49th round.
Hansen went on to say that
PMPI[VW\UILMIÅVITLMKQ[QWV
about the draft pick but will more
than likely be back at SCSU in
the fall.
The junior wanted to play
baseball at SCSU because of
head coach Pat Dolan.
“Everywhere he’s been he’s
been successful and I wanted to
be a part of him turning the program around,” Hansen said.

While attending SCSU, Hansen is majoring in recreation and
sports management.
“I have always been around
sports and I want to be around
sports when I grow up too,” Hansen said of his course of study.
He added he always wanted this
major or a similar major.
The love of baseball by his
family is what motivates him,
Hansen revealed.
“I want to make them proud,”
Hansen said, adding that he has
also always loved playing baseball,
“I started playing ever since I
could walk,”
Hansen admitted that he has
played about every position on
\PMÅMTLJ]\QVKWTTMOMPMPI[WVTa
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A 2008 graduate of Rocori
High School in Cold Spring, Hansen played football, basketball and
baseball for the Spartans.
Playing in the Lions all star
game as a senior is when Hansen
had his most embarrassing moment.
“I slipped and fell in the
W]\ÅMTLIVLUQ[[ML\PMÆaJITTº
Hansen said.
“I still get crap all the time for
it,” Hansen said because current
SCSU baseball players played in
the game with Hansen.
Hansen’s high school baseball
coach died while Hansen was in
high school.
“He was at practice one day
and the next day he passed away,”
Hansen said.
This was a motivating factor
in the way Hansen lives his life, he
admitted.
“I live life one day at a time,
never know what’s going to hap-

pen or if you will have a tomorrow,” Hansen said.
“Living one day at a time” is
a quote Hansen’s brother got him
hooked on.
Currently Hansen is playing in
the North Woods League for the
Duluth Huskies. Hansen reveals
he hopes he has a good year and
will go back to SCSU and help
the Huskies make it to the World
Series in North Carolina in the
next college baseball season.
“I want to be more consistent
and be a leader on the [SCSU]
team,” Hansen said of his current
baseball goals.
Other goals Hansen admitted were to get drafted again to
continue playing baseball after he
graduates from college.
“I want to graduate,” Hansen
said.
He would also like to go skydiving and visit Australia.
“I always wanted to go, I
heard it was a lot of fun,” Hansen
said of Australia.
Hansen revealed his baseball
idol is Josh Hamilton. Hansen
states Hamilton’s accomplishments and the obstacles he overcame to be successful as his reason
he admires him.
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scene in 1999 and battled drug
addictions and injuries to become
\PM)UMZQKIV4MIO]M5>8QV
2010.
“I have always looked up to
him and how he lived his life,”
Hansen said of his true role
model – his father.
Growing up his family has always supported him, Hansen said.
“They didn’t miss many games
this year for my sister or me.”

Hansen is close with his family
and admits they talk almost every
day.
Hansen describes his family as
competitive.
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the course we live on. We’d pick
teams and golf against each
other,” Hansen said. He added he
still golfs with his family.

With the competitive nature
of his family Hansen developed
a love for sports. For fun Hansen
said he likes to play pick-up games
with friends such as baseball,
basketball or football.
As for the best moment in
Hansen’s life he admitted he has
had great moments but thinks the
best is yet to come.
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Husky baseball season.

